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This invention relates to a cosmetic device and more 
particularly to a device for subjecting skin surface areas 
to simultaneous massage and astringent action in prepara 
tion for applying cosmetic makeup and for improving 
skin tone. 

Preparation of facial skin areas for cosmetic makeup 
usually requires that the pores of the skin be closed 
before application of such makeup. Closing of the skin 
pores has previously been accomplished by various means 
such as wetting the skin surface with cold top water, 
rubbing an ice cube on the surface, and applying various 
astringent lotions. Disadvantages of such prior proposed 
methods are: first, cold water is usually not sufficiently 
cold to completely close the pores as desired; second, an 
ice cube is difficult to handle and hold; third, both cold 
water and ice cubes include some dripping and therefore 
require protective measures for adjacent parts of the 
body and adjacent clothing; and fourth, astringent lotions 
are expensive and must be replaced. 

This invention obviates the disadvantages of the above 
prior methods of such preparation of facial skin areas by 
providing a cosmetic device utilizing a construction which 
facilitates astringing such skin areas and which employs 
a non-liquid chemically treated refreezant gel having 
cold-storing or retaining properties, said gel being con 
tained within a rotatable container means and trans 
mitting cold to an external cylindrical surface adapted to 
rollingly contact under pressure the skin surface. The 
container, means is readily removable for placing the con 
tainer means and gel therewithin in a freezer unit of a 
refrigerator, for example, to impart cold to the gel. The 
rotatable container means also serves to massage the 
skin simultaneously with the astringent action so that 
effective toning of the skin surface areas, and refinement 
of skin pores is accomplished. 
The primary object of this invention is to disclose and 

provide a cosmetic device which is capable of simultane 
ously massaging and astringing a skin Surface area. 
An object of this invention is to disclose and provide 

a cosinetic device of novel construction adapted to 
rollingly contact under pressure various skin surface 
areas on a face and neck for massaging said areas. 
Another object of this invention is to disclose and 

provide a cosmetic device wherein a cylindrical container 
means for a refreezant gel is mounted for rolling contact 
under pressure with selected skin surface areas for mas 
saging and astringing such areas. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a con 
tainer means for refreezant gel which is readily remov 
able from a hand-grasping means for storage in a freezer 
unit. 
A still further object of this invention is to disclose 

and provide a novel cosmetic device wherein novel hand 
grasping means are provided to facilitate the control and 
manipulation of such a rotatable container means for 
such purpose. 

This invention contemplates a cosmetic device for mas 
saging and astringing skin surface areas wherein an 
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2 
elongated flat grasping plate is provided for grasping 
thereof by all of the fingers of a hand and wherein a 
cylindrical container means is rotatably carried by the 
hand-grasping plate so that a rolling massaging contact 
of the external surface of the container means may be 
made with selected skin surface areas. 

Other objects and advantages of this invention will be 
readily apparent from the following description of the 
drawings wherein an exemplary embodiment of this in 
vention is shown. : 

In the drawings: . . . . . . 
Fig. 1 is a side view illustrating a cosmetic device of 

this invention being applied to facial skin areas. 
Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the cosmetic device of 

this invention. . . . . 
Fig. 3 is an exploded perspective view of the device 

shown in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 4 is a fragmentary enlarged section view taken in 

a plane bisecting and passing through the axis of the con 
tainer means. . . . ' ..., 

Generally speaking the cosmetic device of this inven 
tion comprises a novel hand-grasping means 10, a con 
tainer means i adapted to hold a selected quantity of 
refreezant gel, and means generally indicated at 12 for 
removably and rotatably mounting the container, means 

on the hand-grasping means 10. - 
The hand-grasping means 10 comprises a relatively thin 

elongated rectangular plate 14 of any suitable material 
preferably a lightweight plastic material. The grasping 
plate. 4 is of sufficient length so that all of the four 
fingers of a hand may be placed against one surface 
thereof while the thumb, is placed against the opposite 
surface thereof as shown in Fig. i. This particular man 
ner of grasping the plate 4 facilitates holding and direct 
ing the container means 11, over various contoured skin 
Surface areas of the face and neck of a user. 
The grasping plate 14 may be carried by a pair of 

spaced parallel side members 5 connected to opposite 
end edges of plate 14. A transverse member 16 may 
be integrally formed with the side members 15 to form 
a generally U-shaped frame for carrying plate 14. . An 
intermediate transverse member 17 may extend between 
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side members 15 in spaced relation to transverse mem 
ber 16. The edge margins of the plate 14 may be con 
nected to the members 15, 16 and 17 in any suitable 
manner as by providing a groove in the inner faces of 
said members for receiving edge margins of the plate. 
The plate may be further secured by adhesive applied to 
the groove. if desired, the plate 14 and members 15, 
A6 and 17 may be integral. 
The side members 15 are provided with resilient ex 

tensions 18 which project beyond the intermediate trans 
verse member i7 and may be provided with inwardly 
directed pins i9 affording means for rotatably mounting 
the container means 11 on the hand-grasping means. 
The members 5 and extensions 18 are preferably made 
of a plastic material such as cellulose acetate which is 
resilient and which returns to its original molded or 
formed position. The extensions 18 may be slightly biased 
inwardly and because of their resilient character permit 
ready removal of the container means 11 from the grasp 
ing means 10. 
The container means 1 preferably comprises an elon 

gated cylindrical open-ended hollow cylinder 20 made of 
a suitable plastic material such as polyethylene. The cyl 
inder 20 is formed with a relatively thin waii in order 
to permit rapid and adequate transmission of cold there 
through. 
Means for rotatably mounting the container means 20 

on the hand-grasping means comprises in addition to pins 
19, closure caps 22 provided for each end of cylinder 
20. Each closure cap 22 includes a relatively thick sec 
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tion circular disc 23 provided with an external cylindri 
cal surface 24 adapted to be slidably received within an 
end of cylinder 20. Each cap 22 is provided with an 
annular outwardly extending seating flange 25 adapted 
to seat against the edge face of cylinder 20, the outer 
edge of flange 25 being flush with the external surface 
of cylinder 20. The central portion of disc 23 may be 
provided with an internal boss 26 affording a thickened 
section in which may be provided a bore 28 having an 
external opening adapted to receive a pin 9. 
The cylinder 20 is adapted to hold a selected quantity 

of non-liquid, chemically treated, cold-retaining or cold 
storing material 30 such as a refreezant gel. Such a re 
freezant gel is well known and the chemical composi 
tion thereof does not form a part of this invention. Such 
a gel retains cold for relatively long periods of time. The 
cold may be readily restored, after the temperature of 
the gel is above a desired refrigerant temperature by 
placing in a suitable freezer unit, such as used in a re 
frigerator. Since the gel is non-liquid when cold or warm, 
there is no dripping and the caps 22 are not required to 
be sealed. 
The device of this invention is readily assembled by 

first filling the cylinder 20 with a selected quantity of 
the refreezant gel. Closure caps 22 may then be inserted 
in the open ends of cylinder 20. Resilient extensions 18 
of side members 15 of the hand-grasping means 10 may 
be spread slightly apart to receive the container means 
therebetween until the pins 9 slip into and engage in 
bores 28. 
The container means i may be readily removed from 

the hand-grasping means 0 for storage in a freezer unit 
of a refrigerator by spreading apart extensions 18 until 
the pins 19 are disengaged from the bores 28. The con 
tainer means. 11 is of convenient size so that it may be 
readily placed in an ice cube tray, for example, for 
freezing. 

In use of the cosmetic device of this invention the 
gel in the container means 11 is first frozen in a refrig 
erator and acquires a temperature slightly below freez 
ing. After the container means is rotatably mounted 
on the hand-grasping means, the grasping plate may be 
conveniently held by all of the fingers of a hand. The 
cold container means may then be rolled over skin 
Surface areas of the face, skin, and the like with slight 
pressure so as to afford a rolling massage action. The 
cold released by the refreezant gel in the container means 
causes the external surface of the cylinder 20 to be cold 
to the touch and slightly moist due to condensation from 
the surrounding atmosphere. The external surface of 
the cylinder feels cold to approximately the same degree 
as the Surface of an ice cube. The coldness of the ex 
ternal Surface of the cylinder 20 as it rollingly contacts 
skin surface areas produces an astringent action on the 
skin and effectively closes the pores: thereof. The as 
tringent action together with the massaging action im 
parts a toning effect to the skin, refines the skin pores, 
and facilitates provision of a supple, non-wrinkled com plexion. 
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4. 
It is understood that various refreezant materials may 

be employed in the container 11 and that various changes 
in structure of the hand-grasping plate and container 
means may be made. All such changes and modifica 
tions coming within the scope of the appended claims 
are embraced thereby. 
We claim: 
1. A cosmetic device for simultaneously Subjecting 

skin surface areas to massage and to astringent treat 
ment comprising, in combination: hand grasping means 
including a flat elongated rectangular grasping plate 
adapted to be held by all of the fingers of a hand, and 
side members connected to ends of said plate, lying in 
the same plane therewith, and having resilient exten 
sions projecting beyond one side edge of said plate; a 
cylindrical container means rotatably mounted on said 
extensions and extending therebetween, said container 
means having an axis lying in the plane of said plate 
and having a thin cylindrical wall having an external 
surface adapted to movably contact a skin surface area; 
a refreezant cold-storing material contained within said 
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container means and adapted to transmit cold through 
said thin wall; and means for rotatably mounting the 
container means on said extensions whereby said con 
tainer means is adapted to rollingly conatct, massage and 
astringe a skin Surface area when the device is moved 
in contact therewith. 

2. A cosmetic device as defined in claim 1 wherein 
said means for rotatably mounting said container means 
includes inwardly extending pins on ends of said resilient 
extensions and closure caps for said container means pro 
vided with axial bores for receiving said pins. 

3. A cosmetic device for simultaneously subjecting skin 
surface areas to massage and to astringent treatment com 
prising, in combination: hand grasping means including 
a flat grasping plate adapted to be held by fingers of a 
hand, and side members connected to ends of the plate 
and having resilient inwardly biased extensions project 
ing beyond one side edge of the plate, a container means 
rotatably mounted on said extensions and extending there 
between, said container means having an axis lying in 
the plane of said plate and provided with an external 
cylindrical surface adapted to rollingly contact a skin 
Surface area, said container means being adapted to be 
filled with a cold-retaining material; and means for ro 
tatably mounting the container means on said extensions. 
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